
LATITUDE 64° 

″When Quality Matters″ 

Latitude 64° produces their discs in one of the largest and most advanced facilities in the 
industry, in the community of Bergsbyn, which is located at a latitude of 64°N and a longitude 
of 21°E. With a population of only about 2000 people, this community is home to Sweden’s 
largest disc golf course - a 36-hole champion course.  

Most of their discs are available in weight ranges starting at 167 grams. They have an Easy-
To-Use Line for beginners and players with moderate arm speed that are produced in weights 
under 165 grams named the Ruby, Pearl, Diamond, Jade and Sapphire. 

Latitude 64° discs are available in the following plastic types: 

 Retro: Great grip at an affordable price.  
 Zero: Grippy plastic used for putters and approach discs with three levels of stiffness - 

soft, medium and hard. 
 Opto: Durable plastic in translucent colours. 
 Opto Air: Opto plastic is slightly modified with a different process to make light weight 

discs. 
 Gold: A polymer is added to Opto plastic to give the Gold plastic better grip and an 

opaque look. 
 Gold-Ice: A premium blend of plastics that provides a stiffness between Gold and 

Gold-X with great durability and more overstable flights compared to regular Gold. 

Retro, Zero and Gold plastic are also available as "Burst" discs (two colours mixed in a 
variation of streaks). With the addition of a glow additive, Zero and Opto plastic are 
sometimes available as Zero Moonshine and Opto Moonshine. Other plastic types such as 
Opto-X (a stiffer version of Opto plastic with increased durability and more overstable flights), 
Opto Chameleon, Opto-X Chameleon, Opto Glimmer and Opto-X Glimmer are generally only 
available in the Team Series discs and/or limited runs on selected molds. 

Latitude 64° introduced their Royal Line in 2021 with their innovative NexEdge and NexFeel 
technologies. The days of sharp flashing are gone as the NexEdge process provides a buttery 
smooth feel to the bottom and outer parts of the rim. NexFeel is their new polishing 
technology enhancing the grip and feel of the whole disc surface. These discs are available in 
the following plastic types: 

 Royal Grand: A premium plastic built to be durable, with a soft feel and rigid rim, plus 
great grip. 

 Royal Sense: A grippy putter plastic, designed for a sturdy feel. 

For more information about Latitude 64°, see their website www.latitude64.se. 
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